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Abstract 
Hypertension affeote 201 of our population and can lead to 
heart and kidney failure, stroke, and blindness. ~eightened 
~ympathstic nervous system activity may be reapanrible for 
this disease in y m n g  patients. Eight subjects (medicated and 
unmeditated), 4 5  years of age or younger, diagnosed with 
essential hypertension were placed into one of two groups, one 
receiving four weeks of hypnosis training followed by four 
week- of thermal biofeedback, or a group receiving four weeks 
of thermal biofeedback followed by four weeks uf hypnosis 
training. Heart rate, diastolic and systolic blocd pressures 
were recorded for each subject during every session of four 
study phases (baseline, treatment 1, treatment 2, and 
posttreatment). The goal of this study was to l w e r  heart 
rate, diastolic and systolic blood pressures in essential 
hypertensive patients, aged 4 5  years of age or younger, by 
reducing peripheral sympathetic nervous system activity 
through the use Of hypnosis and thermal biofeedback, thereby 
facilitating vasodilation in the periphery. Since both of 
these treatment strategies Eoncentrated on the same 
physiological process, an examination of the effectiveness of 
the two interventions was perfomed. Both treatment 
modalities were found to be equally effective in significantly 
reducing diastolic and systolic blood pressures. however heart 
rate was found to increase significantly during a brief 
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posttreatment period. The results suggest that blood pressure 
can be controlled using noninvasivetreatmentprocedures alone 
or as an adjunct to pharmacological therapies. 
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Introduction 
Research has suggested that a significant impact on 
public health can be obtained through changes in behaviour 
(Kauhlann. Chesney, L Weiss, 1991). Strokes and heart attacks 
often occur during periods of high emotion, and numerous 
behavioral studies have indicated that hypertensive subjects 
reveal greater blood praseure, heart rate, and/or 
catecholamine responses than nomotensiven to various 
rrustrating and stressful tasks and activitiee. However, 
behavioralists have been unable to suoceanfully identify a 
speoifio stressor linked to the etiology of essential 
hypertension that is reactive for all patients. Stress, in 
the generic sense, is believed to elevate blood pressure in 
many mild/bordeelina hypertensives by stimlatinr( an increase 
in peripheral sympathetis nervous system sotivity, thus 
releasing the oatecholamine, norepinephrine, whish causes 
blood vessels in ths periphery to constrict. Therefore, 
reducing sympathetic activity should cause nomalization of 
blood pressure. Drug therapies have been effective in 
a~hiaving this goal, but most agents that lower blood pressure 
are capable of causing an individual distressing symptoms from 
such side effect- as postural hypotension, impotence, or 
fatigue. The efficacy of behavioral treatments for 
hypertension has bean largely equivocal, perhaps prinarily 
because they have lacked specifisity for the physiology of 
blood pressure regulation they attempted to correct. It is 
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the  puepose of t h i s  study tr, lower d i a s t o l i c  and s y s t o l i c  
blood pressure and heart r a t e  i n  medicated and unmeditated 
essent ia l  hypertensive patients,  45 years of ega or younger, 
by reducing peripheral sympathetic nervous aystem a c t i v i t y  
through the  use of hypnosis and thermal biofeedback, thereby 
f a c i l i t a t i n g  vasodilation i n  the  periphery. Since both of 
these treatment s t ra teg ies  are ooncantrating on t h e  same 
physiological process (promoting vascdilation i n  the  
periphery),  a comparison of t h e i r  effectiveness w i l l  be 
conducted. To obtain a grea ter  understanding o f t h i s  disorder 
and the reasons for using behavioral interventions to oombat 
hypertension, it is important t o  provide a b e t t e r  def in i t ion  
of t h i e  malady, the presentphamacotherapeutic s t ra teg ies  and 
t h e i r  eids-effects,  the  relationship between hypertension and 
t h e  sympathetic nervous system, and the use of thermal 
biofeedback and hypnosis as ef feot ive  nonphamacological 
treatment modalities. 
Hypertension is a serious disorder whioh i s  a major r i s k  
fac tor  f o r  coronary ar te ry  disease and a conunon anteaedent of 
hear t  fa i lure ,  kidney fa i lure ,  stroke, and blindness (Smith & 
Kampine, 19841, thereform it oan reduse t h e  l i f e  expeotanoy of 
en individual a f f l i c t e d  with t h i s  disease (Tursky, ~ a p i l l e ,  & 
Priedman, 1982). Approximately 201 of the  adul t s  i n  thie 
country are a f f l i c t e d  with hyperteneiun (Smith & Kampina, 
1994). which a f f e c t s  over 10% of t h e  world's adul t  population 
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(Levina 6 Fodor, 1990). It has beon dubbed "the silent 
killer," because very little eymptomatology is present until 
pathognomonic damage has occurred, usually in the form of the 
aforementioned disease states (&vine 6 Fodor, 1990).  his 
disease is better known to the layperson as high blood 
pressure. 
Blood pressure enables the blood to be circulated 
throughout the body via the blood vessels, with the pressure 
in the system being produced by cardiac output. Blood 
pressure is required in order to ensure thrt all organs 
receive essential oxygen and nutrient rich blood for proper 
ftmstioning. Due to changes in cardiac output and/or vasoular 
resistance to blood flow, an individual's blood presaure can 
be elevated or lowered (smith f i  Kampine, 1984). Blood 
pressure can also vary throughout the course of the day, 
dependent upon one's involvement in various activities. nor 
exampla, it will be increased during exercise, mental stress, 
and sexual intercourse, and decreased during sleep (Levine 6 
Fodor, 1990). However in some individuals this elevation in 
blood pressure remains high, even when the body does not need 
auoh an increased level. This sustained elevation in blood 
pressure is termed hypertension. In approximately 951  of all 
canes of hypertension, ,he etiology of this disorder is 
unknown, and is termed essential or primary hypertension 
( k i n e  6 Podar, 1990). It is generally believed that 
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environmental, endocrine,  neuro log ica l ,  hernodynamic, and  
psychosocial  v a r i a b l e s  i n t e r a c t  as an teceden t s  of e s s e n t i a l  
hypertension (Olson & Kroon, 1987).  The o the r  51  of 
hypertension cases are l abe l l ed  as secondary hypertension and 
a r i s e  from a s p e c i f i c  d i s e a s e  or pa tho log ica l  e b n o m a l i t y  i n  
t h e  body (Olson 6 Kroon, 1987). A d iagnos i s  oi hypertension,  
however, is no t  a sentence f o r  f u t u r e  h e a l t h  d e t e r i o r a t i o n .  
Research has  documented t h a t  i n d i v i d u a l s  who have t h e i r  
hypertension detected and t r ea ted ,  tend to l i v e  hea l thy  l i v e s  
(Sackett ,  1990). 
~ a c o l o s i c a l  Treatment 
P h a m a c o l o g i ~ a l  t r ea tmentshave  been t h e  mos twide lyused  
therapy for hypertension and have ~ l i n i c a l  e f f i c a c y  v i t h  
regard t o  longevity and  reduced morb id i ty  f o r  those mildly 
hypertensive p a t i e n t s  prescribed a pharmacological regimen 
(Wadden, Luborsky. Greer.  & Cur t i s -c r i a toph ,  1981). The 
Veterans Administrat ion Cooperative Study Group ( c i t e d  i n  
Jacob, Wlng, 6 Shapiro,  1987) reported t h a t  i n  p a t i e n t s  v i t h  
moderate t o  severe hypertension,  reducing blood p ressure  v i t h  
pharmacotherapy therapy r e s u l t e d  i n  s u b s t a n t i a l  h e a l t h  
benef i t s ,  inoluding p reven t ion  of ce rebrovassu la r  even t s  and 
h e a r t  f a i l u r e .  Drug therapy enab les  a p a t i e n t ' s  blood 
pressure t o  decrease by a c t i n g  on t h o s e  mechanisms t h a t  
r egu la te  blood pressure (Myers, 1990).  Phanaaaologisal  
treatments,  however, are ne t  a panacea for t h i s  d i so rder ,  and 
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all agents that lover blood pressure are capable of causing 
tho patient distressing symptoms (Man", 1986). 
CLuretics are used to reduce the amount of water and 
sodium in the body, therefore promoting vasodilation and 
reducing blood pressure. Treatment with diueetias can lead to 
chemical side effeots such as increases in blood sugar, uric 
acid, and blood cholerterol, and a decrease in blood 
potassium. Diuretics can also promote postural hypotension, 
impotence, and dehydration (Carruthers and Dean, 1990). Drugs 
that work on the sympathetic nervous system (i.e., Alpha and 
Beta-blockers) have been reported to cause fatigue, 
depression, sercal dysfunction, headaches, and postural 
hypotension (Oncot, Wilson, 6 Dubois, 1990). Angiotensin- 
convecting-enzyme inhibitors (camonly called ACE inhibitore) 
are used to reduce the production of angiotensin 11, a 
powerful hornone which constricts the vasculature. ACE 
inhibitors may decrease kidney function, cause potassium 
accumulati~n, skin rasher, taste disturbances, reduction of 
leucocytes, and anginedema (Roy and leenen, 1990a). Calcium 
within the walls of the vasculature can promote 
vasoconstriotion, thereby increasing resistance to blood flow 
and elevating blood pressure. Calcium antagonists work to 
reduce the entry of calcium into the cells of the blocd vessel 
walls and enhance vasodilation. However, side effects 
assmiated with the use of these agents are headaches, 
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palpitations. :lushing, ankle swelling, nausea, heartburn, and 
conetipation (Roy and Menen, 1990b). Vasodilators are t h e  
f ina l  c lass  of antihypertensive medications, and they deorease 
vasoular resistance by relaxing the musrrle of the blood vessel 
walls. This f o r .  of treatment may promote faetors Ulat 
actually work against the blood pressure regulating 
mschanians, eush ss causing the  kidneys t o  r e t a i n  water and 
sodium and increasing cardiac output. Other s ide  e f f e c t s  are 
headache, flushing, palpitations, ankle swelling, and i n  high 
dosea may cause t h e  patient t o  produce antibodies against h i e  
own body, resul t ing  i n  painful, swollen jo in ts  (Roy and 
Leenen, 1 9 9 0 ~ ) .  
Due t o  the negative s ide  ef fec ts ,  both somatic and 
psychological, coupled with the cost of t h i s  l i fe long 
treatment regimen, it is easy t o  understand why pat ient  
compliance with antihypertensive medications can be a s  low as 
258-308 (Wadden e t  a l . ,  1984; & Olson 6 Kroon. 1987). Since 
Inany hypertensive pat ients  are asymptomatic, it is f e l t  t h a t  
the  given therapy should be largely without s i d e  ef fec ts ,  
since numerous r i s k  factors f o r  hypertension are approachable 
through nonphamacological s t ra tegies  (Kaplan, Brenner, & 
Laragh, 1989). Risk fac tors  t h a t  a r e  most often examined i n  
the  etiology o i  essent ia l  hypertension are  age, sex, 
hereditary and rac ia l  predispositions, obesity, smoking, 
d ie tary  fac tors ,  level of physical a c t i v i t y ,  s t ress ,  
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sac iocu l tu ra l  v a r i a b l e s ,  and peroonali ty va r i ab les  (Olson 6 
moon, 1987). Since nonphamaoological t h e r a p i e s  are not drug 
induced, it would be expeated t h a t  they would reduce the  s i d e  
e f f e c t s  of drug treatment and be more e f f e c t i v e  in b a t t l i n g  
the pryohophysiologioal aspects of hypertension.  I t  i a  t h e  
r i s k  fao to r  oP e t r a s e ,  with i t s  r e l a t ionsh ip  t o  the  e t io logy  
and maintenance o f  e s sen t i a l  hypertension, and t h e  app l i ca t ion  
of nonphamaoological methods t o  reduce its physiological  
e f feo te  on the p a t i e n t  t h a t  are t h e  fosua of t h i s  paper. 
W e  of s t r e s s  
Evidence is presented i n  a review by Henry (19ee), t h a t  
in both animals and man. psychosocial s t r e s s  w i l l  t r igger  high 
blood pressure desp i t e  severe reduc t ion  of s a l t  intake.  
mowever, populations v i t h  high s a l t  coneumption (believed t o  
be e l i n k  t o  hypsrtension) w i l l  escape t h e  diseaee,  and its 
aocompanying increase o f  blood pressure wi th  age,  i f  the re  is 
l i t t l e  psychasocial  s t r e s s .  The l a c l  of importance accorded 
by t h e  medical community t o  psychological  f ac to r s  of 
hypertension s t ands  ou t ,  s ince  c l i n i c i a n s  have observed over 
time t h a t  s t r o k e s  and h e a r t  a t t acks  o f t en  occur during periods 
of heightened emotion (nann, 1986). Numerous s t u a i e s  have 
reoently demonstrated t h a t  hypertensive sub jec t s  reveal  
g rea te r  blood pressure, hear t  r a t e ,  and/or catecholamine 
responses than n o m t e n a i v a e  ( ind iv idua l s  presenting v i t h  
blood pressure < 140/90 mmg) t o  f r u s t r a t i n g  cogn i t ive  t a sks ,  
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streesiul interviews, video games, and aocasionally the cold 
pressor test (Julius 6 Bassett, 1987). Henry (1988) also 
reports that blood pressure rises when there is a money 
economy as opposed to the traditional sociaty of rule by 
ritual and taboo. This may further support the need for a 
stress coping therapy in the industrialized (money economy) 
lifestyle of the civilized world. while stress =an be applied 
to the circumstances or stimuli that an individual reacts to, 
thore is no specifia typs of stressor which aneblea a pressor 
response for all aubje s t s ,  although for any individual, some 
stress can cause blood pressure to rise (Man", 1986). 
When stress is thought of as a risk factor for essential 
hypertension, it is due to the physiological effects on an 
individual's body from this psyoholqical element. Goldstain 
(1981) provides geveral examples of stressful stimuli, such as 
orthostasis, isotonic and isometric exercise, exposure to 
cold, hypoglycemia, hypoxia, pain, and environmental 
situations eliciting emotional responses such as anxiety or 
anger. It is the autonomic nervous system which exerts a 
great influence on blood pressure control, and in particular 
it is a division of this system, the sympathatis nervous 
System, that is responsible for elevating blood pressure 
during stress. The sympathetia nervous systera produces the 
fight-or-flight response, which prepares an individual for 
SUNiVal during threatening situations and pmdufes the kind 
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of bodily changes an individual experiences a f t e e  s sudden 
f r i g h t  or vhen they a r e  fee l ing  tense (e .g . ,  increased hear t  
r a t e ) .  When ac t iva ted ,  t h e  system sends aympathetio nerve 
 impulse^ down its nerve pathways through t h e  sp ina l  cord and 
t r a v e l s  ou t  t o  receptor s i t e s  on the  blood vesse l s ,  sweat 
glands, muscle f i b r e s  i n  t h e  skin,  and organa i n  t h e  head, 
neck, thorax, abdomen and pe lv i s  (Reamant,  1988). The 
sympathetic nerves r e l e a s e  t h e  neurohormone, norepinephrine, 
which appears i n  the blood and a t t aches  i t s e l f  a t  receptor 
s i t e s  on the  aforementioned t i s s u e s  (Xopin, Mccarty, & 
Yamaguchi, 1980). Norepinephrine hae two types  of recaptors,  
known as alpha and beta.   he blood vesse l s  have alpha 
receptors,  which when aotivated muse the blood vesse l s  t o  
cons t r i c t ,  thereby inoreasing res i s tance  and  r a i s i n g  blood 
pressure.  When beta-1 eeoeptora, located i n  the hear t ,  are 
st imulated they e leva te  blood pressure by increas ing  hear t  
r a t e  (Onrot e t  a l . ,  1990). 
While ind iv idua l s  reactdi l ferent lytostresaful  stimuli ,  
the  progression of events t h a t  induce e leva t ions  in hear t  
r a t e .  cardiac? output,  and b l o d  pressure involves ac t iva t ion  
of the cen t ra l  nervous system, increased sympathetic nerve 
a c t i v i t y ,  and r e l e a s e  of norepinephrine a t  the  sympathetic 
nerve -"dings. The norepinephrine t h a t  is released causes the 
changes i n  hear t  r a t e  end blood pressure and  increases the 
l e v e l  of t h e  catecholamina round i n  t h e  plasma (Kopin e t  a l ,  
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1980). I n  a review of s t u d i e s  measuring norepinephrine l e v e l s  
between nomotensives and hypertensives dur ing  exposure t o  
various s t r e s s i u l  s t i m ~ l i ,  Goldstein (1981) found t h a t  
hypertensives d i sp layed  h igher  l e v e l s  of t h e  catecholamine a t  
r e s t  and dur ing  exerc i se .  It was f u r t h e r  r epor ted  t h a t  t h e  
d i f fe rences  in sympathetic a c t i v i t y  between t h e  tvo g m u p r  was 
dependent upon t h e  i n t e n s i t y  of t h e  s t r e s s .  
It h a s  been shorn t h a t  hypertensive i n d i v i d u a l s  t end  to 
demonstrate q rea tee  blood p r e s s u r e  r e a o t i v i t y  t o  
norepinephrine than  nomotenaives (Pickering 6 Gerin,  1990),  
end t h a t  i n d i c e s  of sympethetic nervoue system a c t i v i t y  (e.q., 
h e a r t  r a t e  and s y s t o l i c  and d i a s t o l i c  blood p ressure )  are more 
hyperreactive t o  s t r e s s f u l  s t imulus  i n  hypertensives 
(Drunnnond, 1983; Menkes e t  a l . ,  1989). Inc reased  
cardiovascular sympathetic nervous system a c t i v i t y  ( i . e . ,  
s y s t o 1 L  and d i a s t o l i c  blood p ressure  and h e a r t  r a t e )  i n  
response t o  a v i g i l a n c e  t a s k  (a reaction-t ime t a s k  coupled 
With a noxious s t i m u l i  which was presented depending upon 
sub jec t  performance), i l l u s t r a t e d  t h a t  g r e a t e r  ca rd iovaecu le r  
r e a c t i v i t y  ex i s t ed  i n  hypertensives (both e s t a b l i s h e d  and 
l a b i l e  hypertension) compared to n o n o t e n e i v e s  (medr ikson  I 
Engel, 1985). Drumond (1983) has  a l e 0  examined 
ca rd iovascu la r  h y p e r r e a c t i v i t y  d i f f e r e n c e s  between 
nomotensives and l a b i l e  hypertensives a n d  found t h a t  
cardiovascular responses were l a r g e r  i n  hyper tens ives  dur ing  
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psychological stress 1i.e.. mental arithmetic). An extensive 
review on the variation between hypertensives and 
n~motensives with regard totheir cardiovascular responses to 
behavioral stress war undertaken by Fredrikson and Matthews 
(19901. Three major conclusions were the basis of their .eta- 
analysis. They noted that essential hypertensives exhibited 
exaggerated blood pressure responses to all streasore, aative 
1e.g.. mental arithmetic), passive 1e.g.. watching a stressful 
film), and the cold pressor teat. Seaondly, that individuals 
presenting with labile hypertension displayed exaggerated 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate responses 
toactive psyohological streesors. Finally, that nornoteneive 
offspring of hypertensive parents showed elevated systolic 
blood pressure and heart rate responses to all streseors and 
elevated diastolic blood preaaura responses to active 
streaeors. The major finding of these cardiovascular 
byparreactivity studies (Drmond, 1983: Fredrickson 6 Bngel, 
1985: Fradrickson 6 Mattheus 1990: nenkes et al., 1989) is 
that B X D B S S ~ V ~  ympathetic nervous system activity, initiated 
through the presence of stressful stimuli, can have a 
pathophysiologic; role in essential hypertension. Therefore, 
it should be expected that thosa patients who are discovered 
to have demonstrable sympathetic involvement in their 
hypertension vill be those who benefit the most significantly 
from sympathetically-mediated stress treatment modalities. 
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There have been nuaerous s tud iea  t h a t  have compared t h e  
l e v e l s  of norepinephrine betwee" p a t i e n t s  with e s s e n t i a l  
hypertension and nonnotensives. Goldstain (1983) has reviewed 
t h e  s t s t i s t i a s 1  r e s u l t s  of 64 s t u d i e s  and found t h a t  i n  81\ o f  
t h e s e  analyses hypertensives demonstrated h igher  l e v e l s  o f  
norepinephrine than nomatensives.  Since p l a s m  
norepinephrine inoreases  with age i n  nomotensives,  b u t  not i n  
hypertensives,  i n  those  a t u d i a s  where t h e  mean age o f  both 
groups was 40  years or younger, hypertensives almost  alwaya 
demonstrated higher l e v e l s  o f  plasma norepinephrine. where 
t h e  mean age was g r e a t e r  than  4 0  years, t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  
between t h e  two groups was smal le r  and l e e s  c o n s i s t e n t  due t o  
the  age-related inc rease  in norepinephrine i n  t h e  
normotensives. A fu r the r  s tudy  (Goldstein e t  a l . ,  1983) was 
undertaken t o  advance t h e  age-related norepinephrine f i n d i n g s  
of t h e  previous inves t iga t ion .  In  a comparison o f  o u t p a t i e n t  
and i n p a t i e n t  nomotansive and  hypertensive p a t i e n t s ,  plasma i 
norepinephrine l e v e l s  were s l i g h t l y  but s i g n i f i c a n t l y  higher ! 
i n  t h o s a  wi th  a d iagnos i s  of e s s e n t i a l  hypertension.  When t h e  
p a t i e n t s  ware younger than 40 years old ,  t h e  hypertensive- i 
narlnotensive d i f f e r e n s e  in plasma norepinephrine was highly ! 
s i g n i f i c a n t .  The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  study,  coupled w i t h  t h e  i 
f ind ings  o f  the aforementioned a n a l y t i c a l  review (Goldstein,  i 
1983),  c l e a r l y  d i sp lay  an age-dependance f a c t o r  a s s o c i a t e d  1 
with the  presence of plasma norepinephrine i n  younger i 
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hypertensive patients compared t o  the i r  nomotensive 
counterparts.  However, i n  a study in whish l a b i l e  
hypertensives (blood pressure readings in  the range of 160/95 
- 140/90 mHg), mild hypertensives (diestolio blood pressure 
measured consistently between 90 and l o 5  mmg), and 
nDrmoten6ives were tested a t  30% of t h e i r  maximal strength 
during a hand grip task ,  it was found t h a t  res t ing  
norepinephrine level- were higher in the two hypsrtenaive 
groups, but  tha t  the age of the  nubjeots was not a fac tor  ids 
Champlain, Petrovich, Gonzalez, Lebeau, Nndeau, 1991). I t  
must be noted t h a t  the mean age of a l l  of the groups was below 
50 yrs.(mild hypertensives 67.5 yrs. ,  lab i le  hypertensives 
37.1 yrs., and nomotensives 36.5 yrs . ) ,  which demonstrated 
t h a t  excessive sympathetic aot iv i ty  can be present in 
hypertensive patients older than 10 yrs. of age. They ale0 
reported t h a t  the  elevation in  blood pressare i n  the two 
hypertensive groups during t h e  isometric exercise was 
a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  an increase in  peripheral resistance, while 
t h e  hernodynamic: mechanislar i n  the nomotensives centred around 
an inorease i n  cardiac c o n t r a c t i l i t y  and performance. Th!.s 
demonstrated an anhanosd alpha-adrenergio vascular reac t iv i ty  
i n  these hypertensive pat ients ,  regardless of age. 
Another measure of sympathetic ac t iv i ty  i n  hypertensive 
pat ients  i s  achieved through shsnges in  sympathetic nerve 
act iv i ty .  Directly recording sympathetic nerve a c t i v i t y  
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reduces t h e  c r i t i c i e ln  of s t u d i e s  using e leva ted  plasma 
norepinephrine l e v e l s  as a marker of sympathetio nervous 
system a c t i v i t y  (which may r e f l e c t  neuronal  outflow, augmented 
t r a n s m i t t e r  r e l ease ,  and/or impaired reuptake) (Anderson, 
Sinkey,  lawton, 6 Hark, 1989).  In a study by Yamsda, Hiya 
Jima, Tochikubo, Hatsukawa, and  I a h i i  (1989). they  examined 
age-related changes between nomotensive and e s s e n t i a l  
hyper tens ive  p a t i e n t s  of t h e  muscle sympathetic nerve a c t i v i t y  
of t h e  t i b i a 1  nerve. P a t i e n t s  were divided i n t o  t h r e e  age 
groups.  young (1 30 yrs . ) ,  middle age (31-50 yrs.1,  and o l d  (2 
51 yre.). Muscle synpathetir: nerve a c t i v i t y  was recorded by 
lnicroneurography and evaluated by b u r s t  r a t e  (bursts/min.) ,  
b u r s t  incidence (bursts/100 h e a r t  b e a t s ) ,  and sp ike  frequency 
(spike/min.), v h i l a  t h e  p a t i e n t s  were res t ing .  These 
resea rchers  found t h a t  musole sympathetic nerve a c t i v i t y  was 
e leva ted  i n  hypertensive p a t i e n t s  conpared t o  t h e i r  aga- 
matched normotensive sub jec t s ,  and t h a t  t h i s  a a t i v i t y  was 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  cor re la ted  with ego i n  both types o f  rub jeo te .  
Basad upon t h e i r  r e s u l t s ,  they  concluded t h a t  en i n c r e a s e  i n  
sympnchetic nerve a c t i v i t y  is a s i g n i f i c a n t  f a c t o r  i n  the 
maintenance of high blood p ressure .  These s t u d i e s  of plasma 
norepinephrine (de  Champlain e t  al . ,  1991; Galdatein,  1983; 
Golds te in  e t  a l ,  1983) and muscle sympathetic nerve a c t i v i t y  
(Yamada e t  a l ,  1989) p rov ide  evidence o f  an overaa t ive  
sympathetic nervous system i n  t h e  maintenance o f  e s s e n t i a l  
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hyper tens ion  M a t  is more pronounced i n  p a t i e n t s  l e s s  t h a n  50 
yrs.  o f  age ,  and appears t o  enhance alpha-adrenelgic 
r e a c t i v i t y .  Therefore, r educ ing  pe r iphera l  vasocons t r i c t ion  
i n  t h e s e  ind iv idua l s  should block o r  l w e r  the  e f f e c t s  of 
sympathetic nervous system o v e r a c t i v i t y  and cause a subsequent 
l a r a r i n g  of hlood pressure.  Many drugs which are e f f e c t i v e  i n  
lowering blood p ressure  i n  p a t i e n t s  with e s s e n t i a l  
hyper tens ion  work by p a r t i a l l y  or completely b look ing  t h e  
r e l e a s e  of norepinephrine from sympathetic nerve end ings  
(Kopin st a l . ,  19801, however as discussed above, t h e r e  a r e  
n e g a t i v e  s i d e  e f f e c t s  t h a t  can  be  assooiated with these  
agen t s .  Nonpharnacological t r ea tment  s t r a t e g k s  should remove 
t h e  v e x a t i o u s  s i d e  e f f e c t s  of d r u g  interventions, and prove t o  
be  e f f e c t i v e  in t r e a t i n g  the psy~hophye io log ica l  l n d i c e s  of 
stress on t h e  sympathetic nervous system. 
Biofeedback Treatment 
m i l e  t h e r e  have been numerous behavioral  s t r a t e g i e s  
at tempted i n  t h e  f i g h t  a g a i n s t  e s s e n t i a l  hypertension,  
e s p e c i a l l y  t h e  use of  p rograss ive  muscle r e laxa t ion ,  t h e  most 
promising r e s u l t s  have occur red  wi th  the use of t h a m s l  
biofeedback.  This technique p rov ides  t h e  p a t i e n t  w i t h  a n  
i n d i r e c t  measure of pe r iphera l  vasod i l a t ion .  S ince  blood 
v e s s e l s  i n  the  periphery a r e ,  for p r a c t i c a l  purposes, 
inaccess ib le .  measuring t h e  i n d i v i d u a l ' s  su r face  temperature 
can p rov ide  an  evaluation of inoreased blood supp ly  
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(vasodilat ion) o r  decreased blood supp ly  (vasoconstrict ion) . 
This i s  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  dur ing  vasoconstrict ion,  b lood  
vesse l s  t r a n s f e r  l e s s  warm blood than during vasod i l a t ion ,  
causing t h e  surrounding t i s s u e  t o  warn o r  cool as vascu la r  
diameter changes. The ex t remi t i e s  (usua l ly  t h e  f ingera and  
t o e s  fo r  t h i s  treatment modality) genera l ly  provide t h e  most  
pronounced changes i n  vascu la r  diameter and a l s o  t h e  l o c a t i o n  
where t h e  small  amount of surrounding t i s s u e  p rov ides  
temperature f luc tua t ions  quickly i n  rasponee t o  changes i n  t h e  
blocd supply ( S c h ~ a r t z ,  1987). P a t i e n t s  are taught how t o  
engage i n  pe r iphera l  vasodilat ion b y  warming t h e i r  hands and  
then t h e i r  f e e t  using suggestions o f  varnth,  heaviness, and  
re laxa t ion ,  while receiving aud i to ry  o r  v i sua l  feedback o f  
t h e i r  temperature changes. Therefore, f inger  temperature is 
used as  a n  index of s t r e s s ,  wi th  vaeosonatrict ion of t h e  
f ingers  o r  t o e s  a s r ~ e i a t e d  with sympathetic seoueal  r e s u l t i n g  
i n  a reduction i n  skin temperature (Blumenthal, 1985). I 
While the  use  of relaxation t echn iques  tended t o  be a t  I 
t h e  fo re f ron t  of behavioral in te rven t ions ,  thermal biofeedback I 
has been found t o  he a more e f f e c t i v e  treatment modality. A 1 
s tudy by Blanchard e t  a l .  (19841, fompared the use of thermal j 
biofeedback and relaxation i n  a s tudy  o f  hypertensives who I 
were presc r ibed  two or nore drugs  t o  con t ro l  t h e i r  b lood  i 
Pressure. Each pa t i en t  went through either e i g h t  weeks o f  
r e l axa t lon  or e i g h t  weeks of thermal biofeedback concen t ra t ing  i 
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on hand warming, followed by a three  month post-treatment 
period where each patient was removed from t h e i r  second-stage 
drug. Analysis a t  the end o f  the post-treatment phase 
demonstrated t h a t  thermal biofeedback was significantly more 
ef feot ive  than the relaxation, both i n  the laboratory se t t ing  
and during home blood pressure readings. 
These ident ica l  treatments were examined again by 
Elanchard e t  a l .  (lsss), for  effectiveness, superiority, and 
with a g r e a t e r  number of subjects.  Bighty-seven hypertensive 
pat ients  who had t h e i r  blood pressure controlled on a t  l e a s t  
two pharmacological agents were se lec ted  for participation in 
t h i s  study. Patients were withdrawn from t h e i r  second s tage  
medication p r i o r  t o  trpatment or following the treatment 
Phase. They underwent 16 sessions of biofeedback 
Concentrating on increasing hand temperature or 8 aeasions of 
progressive muscle relaxation. The confound of the  
v a r i a b i l i t y  i n  the nuvber of treatment sessions between t h e  
two groups was deliberate and based on the number of seesions 
believed necessary for an appropriate t r i a l  of t h e  specifio 
treatment. Short te rn  effioacy of one t o  two months a f t e r  
treatment between the two modalities favoured t h e m l  
biofeedback, where these pat ients  were able t o  re~nain o f f  of 
t h e i r  second stage medication almost three t o  one compared 
with those  individuals in  t h e  re laxat ion  group. At one year 
follow-UP, t h e  long term effectiveness remained superior for 
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the biofeedback group over relaxation, with a ratio of over 
two to one remaining off their serand stage medication. In 
fact, the long tern suocese rate for the thermal biofeedback 
patients falling into this category was 50%, and 37.5% for 
those relaxation patients meeting the oriteria. 
Further success has been achieved in reducing medication 
remirenents and blood pressure in hypertensive patients using 
themal biofeedback. In a study examining 77 medicated and 
unmedicated patients, the effects of thermal biofeedback were 
analyzed with an aversge Lollow-up period of 33 months 
(Fahrion, Norris, Green, Green, k snarr, 1986). ~ 0 t h  and and 
foot warning were included in the biofeedback protocol of this 
study. Patients were categorized as achieving either 
~~Completa Suo~ses'~ (returning to an average blood pressure of 
140/90 mmHg or less, in the abeencs of medication), "Partiel 
Success" (bringing blood pressure down to 140/9O m m g  or lees 
while on a reduced level of medication or remaining on the 
original dosage, or for those unmedicated patients a reduced 
aYstolic or diastolia blood pressure without reaching the 
targeted level of 140/90 DMHg), or "Failure" (no reduction in 
blood preesure or level of medication). At the end of the 
treatment pratoool it wan found that 58% of the medicated 
patients conpletely eliminated their antihypertensive 
raedication while reducing their blood pressure, 35% were 
classified as "partial success" cases and 7% fell in the 
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"failure" category. I n  the  unmedicated pat ients  the  
achievement r a t e  was even more pronounced, with 70% achieving 
blood pressures below the cr i te r ion  level ,  22% class i f ied  as 
"par t ia l  S U O E ~ S P ~ S ~ ~  and 8% as "fai1ures.l  These resul t s  a re  
made even more impressive by the  f a c t  t h a t  a f t e r  an average of 
33 months of follow-up data, t h e  t o t a l  patient sample 
contained only an 8% "failure" level ,  while 92% of the sample 
maintained some level of reduction i n  blood pressure and/or 
medication. This study further demonstrates the  usefulnees of  
thernal biofeedback as both an a l t s rnat iva  and an adjunct t o  
pharmacological approaohes i n  the  treatment .t' essent ia l  
hypertension, providing a noninvasive and side-effect f ree  
teahnique. 
Another evaluation of lowered sympathetic nervous system 
astivityu=ingthernalbiofeedback has been demonstratedwhile 
measuring pleama norepinephrine i n  medicated hypertensive 
patients (McCoy et al. .  1988). Thirty pa t ients  received 16 
sessions of thermal biofeedback and 22 raseived 8 sessions of 
progressive muscle relaxation. Venous plasma norepinephrine 
sample6 were removed from t h e  l e f t  am and taken pr ior  t o  
treatment and within three  weeks following treatment. The 
thermal biofeedback treatment group achieved s igni f icant  
reductions in  mean a r t e r i a l  pressure and plasma 
norepinephrine, which supports t h e  hypotheeie t h a t  t h i s  
technique functions by reducing peripheral sympathetic tone. 
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NO s iqni r icant  changes i n  blood pressure or norepinephrine 
levels  were recorded in the  pa t ients  raseiving progressive 
muscle relaxation. Not only does t h i s  study once again s h w  
t h e  superiority of thermal biofeedback as a behavioral 
treatment modality compared t o  progressive musale relaxation, 
but it also supports its a b i l i t y  t o  change a phyr;iological 
response, t h a t  being peripheral sympathetic t o e .  
~ h e m a l  biofeedback has a l s o  demonstrated i t a  
psychophysiological effeotiveness i n  t h e  treatment of 
Raynaud-8 disease (Freedman, Ianni, L Wenig, 1983; Freedman, 
1987; R o s e  & carlson, 1987: Stambrook, Hamel, L Carter. 1988). 
Raynaud's diseaae is a disorder o f t h e  peripheral vasculature 
tha t  oocura with painful episodes of vasoconstriction i n  the  
fingers and toes ,  and i s  preoipitated by cold and/or emotional 
s t r e s s  (Freedman e t  a l . ,  1983). It i s  believed tha t  
sympathetic hyperactivity in  the  wr iphery  may cause t h i s  
vasoconstrictive disorder (Freedman, 1987). whioh Em be 
controlled by thermal biofeedback with resul tant  vasodilation 
and reduction of t h e  occurrence of the  vasospasms. The use of 
biofeedback i n  the  treatment of Rayneudos disease is presentad 
here because of its s imi lar i ty  in  attempting t o  achieve the  
sane underlying physiological response (reduced peripheral 
sympathetic nervous system act iv i ty)  as i n  t h e  treatment of 
essent ia l  hypertension. Raynaud's pa t ients  exposedtothermal 
biofeedback have had a .eduction in reported s p p i  cm frequency 
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for up to three years and were able to voluntarily increase 
ringer temperature up to one-year posttreatment (Freedman, 
1987). This encourages the use of thermal biofeedback in the 
treatment of essential hypertension, in view of the fast that 
the psychophysiological effects of this therapy have been 
favourably demonstrated in the treatment of Raynaud's 
patients. These patients have shown that by reducing 
peripheral sympathetic tone through a noninvasive behavioral 
strategy, a stress-induced disorder can be overcome without 
suffering from vexatious side-effects. 
Kmnosis Treatment 
While thermal biofeedback has been shown to be effective 
in the treatment of essential hypertension, and superior to 
relaxation therapy, another modality that can have an effect 
on peripheral vasodilation (but has received little attention 
in tha hypertension literature) is hypnosis. Individual 
control of skin temperature has been studied in nomotensive 
populations with succeesful results (Bsrabasz P Mcoeorge, 
1978: Roberts, Kernan, 6 nacDonald, 1973). In a study 
designed to demonstrate that peripheral vasodilation can be 
induced by cognitive oontrol (Robert. et al., 1913), six 
highly hypnotizable subjects each underwent three sessions, 
consisting of a 10 minute individual hypnotic Induction 
prosedure followed by 24 minutes of auditory hand temperature 
biofeedback per session. While the subject was under a 
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hypnotic trance, the objaotive was to raise or lower a 
presented auditory tone, based on whether the subject was 
attempting to increasa the surfaoe temperature of their left 
or right hand. m o  of the subjects also completed two extra 
experimental sessions, in which they went through the same 
procedures as abwe, without the presentation of the auditory 
feedbaok. Five of the six subjects were able to signifioantly 
increase peripheral temperature during some stage of tbe 
experimental procedure, while only one subject was unable to 
produce a variation between hands. The two subjects that 
underwent the extra two sessions were able to inorease their 
hand temperature differential in the absence of auditory 
feedback, performing better than in the previous trials. This 
study displays the voluntary control that individuals can have 
overthe regulation oc physiological processes involved in the 
management of thermal changes in the periphery. While the 
independent variables of hypnosis and auditory biofeedbackare 
confounded in this etudy, it must be remembered that those 
subjects who completed the two extra sessions without i 
biofeedback displayed a significantly greater ability to 
i 
produce hand temperature changes. Although this does not 
1 
completely remove the confound, it does provide some support 
for the positive affects of hypnosis on peripheral 
vasodilation. Two separato experimental groups, ona using 
a3 
biofeedback and one using hypnotic prooedures for producing 
vasodilation, would remove thie confound. 
Bxaminingthe effects of hypnosis versus other modalities 
in producing peripheral vasodilation was the focus of a study 
by BarabeSz and MEGeorqe (1978). They divided 73 university 
students into four experimental groups (A, 8. C, & D) aimed at 
increasing hand temperature. Group a consisted of auditory 
temperature biofeedback, but without autogenic phraaes or 
verbal suggestions provided to the subject to assist in the 
hand warning process. Group B was a false feedback control 
group, where subjects were told to lower an auditory tone by 
increasing surfaae temperature, but the presented tone was a 
continuous recording set at the same level and frequency as 
initially received by group A. Group c was a relaxation 
control group, receiving audiotaped instructions of relaxation 
procedures. Finally, group D was a hypnosis group in which 
subjects were presented with hand warming imagery and direct 
suggestions. The experimental session far eash group 
consisted of a 5 minute baseline recording period and then 10 
minutes of treatment. The results of this briaf experiment 
demonstrated that hypnosis was the only modality which had a 
significant effect on peripheral vasodilation, while groups A 
- C did not provide a significant differential from baseline 
to the end of the session. This provides evidense For the 
efiectivenessafhypnosis inpramotingpaeipharal vasodilation 
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in s briefly presented format. Voluntary Eontrol over the 
autonoair; nervous system through the use of hypnosfs 
illustrates the poseibility of its use in the tharapeutic 
management of physioloqical disorders needing enhanced blood 
flow. 
Hypnosis has been highly efeaotive in the treatment of 
disorders requiring vasodilation (Conn 6 Mott, 1984; Moore 6 
Kaplan, 1983). In a study of five patients presenting with 
symmetrical or bilaterally equivalent burn wounds (four vith 
hand burns and one with thigh burns) (Moore 6 Xsplan, 1983). 
hypnosis was used to facilitate the healing process. Each 
eubjeat was put into e trance state and instructed to enhance 
blood f l w  to a portion of their wounded body. Temperatures 
were recorded from this site, as well as from the adjacent 
wounded area vhera hypnosis was not used in the treatment 
pro~ess. In four of the patients, tho side vith the 
hypnotically enhanced blood flow demonstrated clearly 
accelerated healing, while vith the fifth patient, 
va~odilation and enhanced healingwas achieved in both hands. 
This demonstrates the effectiveness of hypnosis in producing 
a vesodilatory response while in a trance state, and its 
ability to produce a positive change in a physical malady. 
Hypnosis has also been used successfully in the treatrent 
of Raynaud's dieease. Conn and Mott (1984) present a case 
study af a highly hypnotizable 27-year-old female subject who 
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had been afflicted with Raynaudga disease for three years. A 
progressive relaxation teohnique was used to induce a trance 
state, and then suggaetions of visualizing end enhancing the 
circulation in her hands were initiated. She was to practice 
this toohnique at home between weekly sessions, along with 
instructed self-hypnosis. It was found that enhanced 
vasodilation began to occur after 20 seconds of the hypnotic 
suggestions to open up her blood vessels, and that blwd 
Volume had increased four fold after 44 aeconds. When these 
sam suggestions were made to the patient when she wae not in 
the tranae state, there was no ohange in vasodilation. This 
additionally presents the capability of hypnosis to interact 
with a physiological process in the treatment of a medical 
disorder. 
The literature containing studies using hypnotic 
prooedurea in the treatment of essential hypertension is 
sparse. me research that has been completed tends to study 
hypnosis from a relaxation point of view only, and not as a 
possible technique for promoting peripheral vasodilation. 
This is not to say that hypnosis ha- not met with successful 
results in hypertensive patients, but whether it is reaching 
it6 full physiologi~al treatment capabilities in its present 
use is of concern. lul example of this has been fmnd in a 
study comparing the use of blood praesure feedback, hypnosis, 
end the two procedures combined, in the treatment of 
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hypertension (Friedman 6 Taub, 1977). A total Of 48 medicated 
and unmeditated patients presenting with essential 
h -artaneion underwent the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility 
soale, Porn A. Those individuals scoring in the high 
susceptibility range were randomly assigned to either a 
hypnosis only group or a combined biofeedback/hypnosis 
treatment group. The remaining patients, as well as some ef 
the high susceptibility acorers, were placed in a biofeedback 
only group or a blood pressure measurement control group. ~ l l  
subjects participated in Bevan 15 minute training sessions 
over a four week period. At each session 15 blood pressure 
readings were taken st 1 minute intervals. In the hypnosis 
group, patiente were told to relax and to sit quietly and 
comfortably, while in a state of hypnosis. In the biofeedback 
group the patients were told to observe the last nuwer lit on 
the blood Pressure feedbackmachina (diastolic reading) and to 
attempt to lower this number, without receiving any 
instructions on how to accomplish this feat. Those 
individuals in the colnbined hypnoeis/biofeedback group 
received the same instructions as those patients in the 
biofeedback gmup, but they were in a state of hypnosis. The 
control group had the experimenter record the 15 blocd 
Pressure measurements at each session, and they were not 
exposed to any of the treatment modalities. Follow-up data 
was collected at one weak end one month posttreatment. 
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Results demonstrated the effectiveness of hypnosis presented 
in a physiola~ically nonspecific manner. Only those 
individuals in the hypnoeis group dimplayed a significant 
reduction in diastolic blwd pressure. Those patients in the 
other three groups displayed a nonsignificant trend in the 
positive direction, and they did not differ significantly from 
one another. Pollov-up data ale0 revealed that the hypnosis 
group was the only one which maintained this improvement at 
one month posttreatment, auggssting that this modality 
maintains its effectiveness longer than the other treatments 
observed in this study. 
P r i e h n  and Tauh (1978) also conduated a six month 
posttreatment Eollov-up of this inveetigation, oompleted at 
monthly intervals vith no use of hypnosis or biofeedback. 
Again, the hypnosis group was the only group which displayed 
a significant decrement in diastolic blood pressure when 
compared with baseline measures, and vaa the only group which 
differed significantly from the measurement only control 
group. While thia shows promise Eor the clinical usefulness 
of hypnosis in the treatment of hypertension, its presentation 
in this study does not distinguish whether the effects are due 
to its ability passively to relax each patient or if some 
intrinsic physiological event is deteminingthe drop in blood 
pressure. To investigate thie possibility, hypnosis would 
have to be compared with progressive muscls relaxation to 
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determine effectiveness in reducing blood pressure, and 
hypnotic suggestions should focus on influencing the 
peripheral vasculature. 
Hypertensive patients, whether medicated or not, were 
able to lower their diastolic and systolic blood pressures to 
normal levels within two-to-three sessions of hypnosis 
training, during an investigation into the use of hypnosis and 
relaxation in lowering hypertensive blood pressure lsvels 
(Deabler, Fidel, Dillenkoffar, h Elder, 1973). Twenty-one 
patients were used in this study (6 unmeditated control 
subjeots, 6 umedicatad treatment subjects, and 9 medicated 
treatment subjects), with those individuals receiving 
treatment being subjected to 9 sessions of progressive muscle 
relaxation and hypnosis. Each treatment session oonsisted of 
a short blood pressure reading interval followed by the 
progressive muscle relaxation, then another blood pressure 
reading followed by hypnosis focusing on inner relaxation and 
drowsiness, then another blood pressure reading before a 
second hypnotic: deepening phase focusing on relaxing internal 
organs, suoh as the heart and blood vessols, and ~onoluding 
with a iinal measurelnent of blood pressure. Those subjects in 
the aontrol group undewent 7 sessions of blood pressure 
neasurements only. The results indicated that progreseive 
muscular relaxation and hypnosis were both effective in 
reducing hypertensive blood pressure levels, but that hypnosis 
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was significantly superior to the relaxation phase. This 
study used a physiologioal approach to the hypnotic induction, 
where there was a focus on relaxing internal organs, and this 
may vary well have contributed to the significant reductions 
in blood pressure by inadvertently promoting peripheral 
vasodilation. However a confound exists in this study, due to 
the fact that hypnosis was always presented last to the 
treatment subjects, and the lover pressures may be related to 
a treatment tire factor. If half of the subjesta had recsived 
hypnosis first followed by the relaxation protocol, then this 
wonld have removed the confound and given the hypnotir: effects 
more orodibility. 
since thermal biofeedback has been the nost promising 
behavioral intervention for hypertension, and with hypnosis 
providing similar physiologioal effects on peripheral blood 
flow, the treatment literature requires a study investigating 
the effectiveness of these two strategies with a group of 
hypertensives who fall into the high sympathetic nervous 
system activity category. The hypnotic suggestions would have 
to focus on physiological factors such as promoting peripheral 
vasodilation and reducing sympathetic nervous syetemactivity. 
This would provide an examination of whether or not these two 
n~dalities can promote a significant change on the 
physiological indices of essential hypertension in this 
population. It is the purpose of this study to lower 
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diastolic and systolic blood pressure and heart rate in 
medicated end unlaedissted essential hypertensive patients. 45 
years of age or younger, by reducing peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system activity through the use of hypnosis and 
thermal biofeedback, thereby facilitating vasodilation in the 
periphery. Since b t h  of these treatment strategies are 
concentrating on the same physiological process (promoting 
vasodilation in the periphery), a comparison of their 
effectiveness will be conducted. 
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Mathod 
menty-one patients fronthe Family Practiceunit, Health 
s~ienoes Centre, St. John's, Newfoundland, who had been 
diagnosed with essential hypertension (diastolic blood 
pressure at 95 mmHg oor greater and/or systolic blood pressure 
st 140 w g  or greeter) by their physioian, and vere 45 years 
of age or younger, were each mailed a form letter end postage- 
paid self-addressed response card for inclusion in an eight- 
week nonphamacological treatment study. Eight subjects ( 6  
male, a female) ranging in age from 24 to 45 (naan age, 39.6) ,  
returned a positive reply and were contaated by the 
experimenter in order to obtain written informed consent and 
begin baseline messurea. six o€ the subjects were currently 
taking medication to control their blood pressura, and 
medication and/or dosage vere not changed during the study. 
At the initial session all patients were instructed not to 
alter their diet, weight, or activity level for the duration 
of their involvement in the study so as not to confound the 
data. 
An~eeatus 
A11 nubjscts had their heart rate measured using an 
electrocardiograph (EKG)(Hewlatt-Packard, Model 15048). with 
limb lead electrode placements. Blood pressure measurements 
were taken with a mercury sphygmomanometer and stethoscope. 
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using a d u l t  s i z e  (25-35 cm.) and l a r g e  a m  s i z e  (33-47 cm.) 
blood p ressure  c u f f s  (saunanometer c a l i b r a t e d  V-lok Cuff). 
A l l  sub jec t s  had t h e i r  sk in  temperature Ehanges monitored by 
an e l e c t r o n i c  thermal biofeedback maclline (Cyborg Corp, node l  
P442), using a d i g i t a l  d i sp lay  ou tpu t  from a the rmis to r  
a t t ached  t o  t h e  subject 'a  f inger  or t o e ,  c a l i b r a t e d  t o  one- 
t e n t h  o f  a degree fahrenheit .  A smal l  cardboard-backed 
thermometer (Thought Technology, Absolute T h e m m e t ~ r )  was 
used f o r  home p r a c t i c e  of sk in  temperature t r a i n i n g .  
m t n e n t  K . ,&l i tks  
Thermal Biofeedback. Treatment i n  t h i s  group cons i s t ed  
o f  skin-temperature t r a i n i n g  over e i g h t  sess iona  on a tv ioa -  
per-week b a s i s ,  f o r  the  purpose of enhancing pe r iphera l  
vasod i l a t ion ,  by  warning t h e i r  hands and  f e e t .  A the rmis to r  
was at tached by v e l c r o  t o  t h e  d o r s a l  s i d e  of t h e  index f i n g e r  
on eaoh s u b j e c t ' s  nondominant hand ( s a s s i o n s  1-5) o r  t h e  
d o r s a l  s i d e  o f  t h e  second t o e  ( s e s s i o n s  6-8) o n  t h e  sane s i d e  
of t h e  body, and connected t o  t h e  biofeedback machina which 
d i sp layed  a d i g i t a l  ou tpu t  of tempaeature change i n  degrees 
Fahrenheit .  During t h e  f i r s t  two sessions t h e  experimenter 
provided autogenic sugges t ions  (adapted from Jencks, 1977) of 
r e l axa t ion ,  heav iness ,  and warnth i n  the  e x t r e m i t i e s  t o  
promote t h e  warning response ( s e e  Appendix A ) .  Beginning a t  
sess ion  t h r e e  each s u b j e c t  was l e f t  t o  t h e i r  own ind iv idua l  
methods fo r  ach iev ing  a pe r iphera l  t empera tu re  chanqe. A 
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Cardboard-backed thermometer war i s sued  t o  each sub jec t  and 
was t o  be used f o r  da i ly  20-minute between sess ions  home 
p r a c t i c e  dur ing  t h e i r  involvement i n  t h i s  phase. 
imll%&. During treatment i n  t h i s  modality, each 
aub jeo t  completed 8 sess ions  over  four  weeks. during which 
they  underwent a hypnotic t r ance  indus t ion  using an Eye 
F ixa t ion  wi th  Progressive Relaxation technique.  Deepening by 
Am Lev i ta t ion  and A m  Heaviness (adapted from Waman, 1989). 
and a Blood Perfusion Protocol (adapted from Moore, 
1990)(incloding imagery f o r  pe r fus ion  and posthypnotic 
suggestions focusing on increased ease and depth i n  subsequent 
hypnotic aeasions,  and continued perfusion between sess ions )  
(Appendix 8 ) .  Hypnotia sess ions  focused on inc reas ing  blood 
flow t o  t h e  ex t remi t i e s  as a method f o r  enhancing pe r iphera l  
v a s ~ d i l a t i o n .  The f i r s t  f i v e  sess ions  concentrated on blood 
pe r fus ion  i n  t h e  nondominant-hand, whi le  t h e  latter t h r e e  
sess ions  focused on t h e  f o o t  of t h e  same s i d e  of t h e  body as 
t h e  hand. 
EmaauLQ 
Various phys ic ians  i n  t h e  St. John's  area were contacted 
i n  an at tempt t o  l o c a t e  p a t i e n t s  15 yeara  of age or younger 
wi th  a d iagnos i s  of essen t i a l  hypertension.  During t h i s  
con tac t ,  t h e  na tu re  and purpose o f  t h e  study was e rp l s ined  t o  
t h e  phys ic ians  and they  were requested t o  forward t h e  names 
and addresses  o f  any p a t i e n t s  who matched t h e  aforementioned 
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charaoteristios, for  possible inclusion in t h i s  study. 
Working through D r .  Roger Butler, Family Practice Unit, Health 
Sciences Centre, S t .  John's, 21 patients were contacted, of 
which 8 replied Eavourably. D r .  Butler was instructed t o  t r y  
t o  maintain each subjec t ' s  phamacological regimen unchanged, 
t o  reduce t h e  chance of oonfoundinq M e  data. These eight 
subjscta were each contacted by t h e  erperimenter and an 
i n i t i a l  appointment was made t o  secure wri t ten  informed 
Eonsent and t o  begin baseline measures. A11 ses~ions were 
0 0 n d ~ ~ t e d  a t the Department OF Psychology's teaching c l i n i c ,  
Menorial University of Newfoundland, on an individual basis, 
i n  a private interviewing room. During t h e  f i r s t  appointment 
t h e  traatnent methods and pnrpose of t h e  experiment were 
explained t o  the  subjects,  and t h a t  as volunteers i n  an 
experiment they had the r ight  t o  refuse par t ic ipa t ion  a t  any 
time. Following t h i s  explanation a l l  questions were answered 
and written informed consent was obtained (see Appendix C ) .  
During the  f i r s t  appointment the i n i t i a l  baseline 
measurements were obtained. Each subject was seated in  a 
reclining chair while the  experimenter attached electrodes t o  
t h e  subject 's forearns and lower legs ( ins ide  of c a l f  muscle), 
which were held i n  place with rubber s t raps .  These electrodes 
ware oonnected t o  an electrocardiograph and remained attached 
t o  the subject for the duration of each session of the e n t i r e  
study. The subjec t  was then told t o  rec l ine  in t h e  chair and 
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t h a t  t h e  experimenter would re tu rn  t o  the room i n  15 minutes 
t o  ob ta in  blood p ressure  readings. Following 15 minutes t h e  
experimenter took two blood pressure read ings  Prom t h e  
sub jec t ' s  "ondominant a m  ( l e f t  am i n  a l l  s u b j e c t s ) ,  and then 
l e f t  t h e  room f o r  another 10 minutes. At t h i s  t i n e  (25 
minutee i n t o  base l ine  session) t h e  experimenter recorded a 30 
second p r in tou t  o f  t h e  sub jec t ' s  h e a r t  r a t e .  Another 10 
minutes elapsed (35  minutes i n t o  base l ine  sess ion)  and then 
the experimenter again re-entered t h e  room and obtained 
another 30 eeoond hea r t  r a t e  recording and two more blood 
pressure readisgs.  This concluded t h e  base l ine  session and 
t h e  mean h e a r t  rate and ays to l i r :  and d i a s t o l i c  blood pressures 
were then c a l c u l a t e d  and recorded f o r  t h a t  session.  Eaoh 
sub jec t  undewent f i v e  base l ine  sess ions ,  each  occurring twice 
pe r  week, two-and-a-half weeks p r i o r  t o  t h e  treatment phase. 
No two sess ions  ever occurred en oonsecutive days  f o r  any 
sub jec t  dur ing  t h e  time period of t h e  study.  
At the end of t h e  four th  base l ine  sess ion ,  each sub jes t  
underwent t h e  Stanford Hypnotic S u s c e p t i b i l i t y  Scale,  Porn A 
(686s-A) (Wsltzenhoffer 6 Hilgard, 1959). Th i s  was conducted 
by t h e  experimenter and sons ie ted  of 12 i t ems  f o r  examining 
how suscep t ib le  each  sub jec t  was t o  hypnosis. The i n i t i a l  10- 
15 minutes o f  t h i s  procedure focused on e s t a b l i s h i n g  rapport  
with t h e  sub jec t ,  inc lud ing  t h e  removal of any doubts or Pears 
t h e  sub jec t  may have he ld  regardinq hypnosis. Par t h e  
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remainder of the session the sxperirenter was seated slightly 
behind the subject, out of the range of vision, and 
adninistered the 12 items of the scale. Based on perfomrice, 
each subject was classified as either having low, medium, or 
high s~sceptihility to hypnosis, and their score was recorded 
for posttreatment analysis. Following the fifth baseline 
session each subject was randomly assigned, using a random 
numbers table based on their patient identification number, to 
one of two groups, hypnosie/biofesdback o r  biofeedback/ 
hypnosis. A control group was not neoeesary mince all of the 
subjects received bath types of treatment, and therefore 
Sewed as their own controls. 
Half of the subjects underwent eight sessions of hypnosis 
training over four weeks, followed by eight sessions of 
biofeedback training over four weeks, while the other half of 
the subjects were subjected to biofeedback prior to the 
hypnotic: protocol. Those subjeats in the biofeedback phase 
were seated in a recliner chair in a private interviewing room 
at the clinic for each session of this modality. During the 
first two sessions the experimenter was present in the room 
with each ssbjest during the feedback training, in order to 
provide autogenis suggestions of relaxation, heaviness, end 
warrath in the extremities, for assistance in promoting 
incraased akin-temperature. At session three each eubjectwae 
left alone during the feedback training and waa responsihla 
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f o r  choosing t h e i r  own method of aah iev ing  p e r i p h e r a l  
temperature ohange. The format f o r  each biofeedback session 
was a s  follows: 
-Discussion of home p r a c t i c e ,  problems, and  es tab l i sh ing  
rappor t  whi le  a t t a c h i n g  the rmis to r  and EKG e l e c t r o d e s .  
( 5  min.) 
-Adaptation t o  aurroundinga while t h e  experimenter was  out of 
the  rom. ( lo min.)  
-1n-session baseline,  where feedback is not a v a i l a b l e  to  t h e  
sub jec t .  (5 min. 1 
-self-control  1 (sub jec t  at tempted p e r i p h e r a l  temperature 
ahange without feedback).  (5 mi".) 
-Feedback t r a i n i n g  ( sub jec t  attempted p e r i p h e r a l  temperature 
change wi th  v i e u a l  feedback).  (20 mi".) 
-self-control  2 ( sub jec t  was s g a i n  reques ted  t o  achieve 
pe r iphera l  temperature change without feedback) . (5  mi".) 
-EKG and blood p r e s s u r e  readings,  fo l loved  by a discussion of 
the  sess ion  whi le  d i sconnec t ing  the  t h e r n i e t o r  and EKG 
e lec t rodes .  ( 5  min.) 
T o t a l  Time: 55 min. 
 he f i r s t  f i v e  s e s s i o n s  focused on  i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  surface 
temperature of the hand, while t h e  f i n a l  3 eeasions 
concentrated on the foot .  The e x p r i m e n t e r  recorded t h e  
base l ine  temperature and t h e  higheet  temperature obtained 
dur ing  t h e  feedback t r a i n i n g  phase fo r  each s u b j s c t  a t  every 
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biofeedback session.  At t h e  end of t h e  f i r s t  biofeedback 
sess ion  each sub jec t  was  given s cardboard-backed thermometer 
and ins t ruc t ions  on i t s  u s e  f o r  d a i l y  20-minute between 
sess ions  home prac t i ce .  
During the hypnosis phase of t h e  treatment p ro toco l ,  each  
eub jec t  was sea ted  i n  a rec l ined  c h a i r  i n  a p r i v a t e  
interviewing room. The format f o r  each hypnosis sess ion  was 
aa follows: 
-Discussion of any ques t ions  the s u b j e c t  nay have p resen ted  
and e s t a b l i s h i n g  rappor t  whi le  a t t aoh ing  the  EKG e lec t rodes .  
(5 min.) 
-Adaptation t o  surroundings while t h e  experimenter was out of  
the room. (10 min.) 
-Hypnotic induction,  deepening,  and  blood pe r fus ion  imagery 
and post-hypnotic suggestions.  (25 min.) 
-EKG and blood pressure readings,  followed by a d i scuss ion  of 
the seas ion  and a r e t u r n  t o  pre-hypnotic a l e r tness .  
( 5  min.) 
To ta l  Time: 45 min. 
The hlood pe r fus ion  p ro toco l  f w s e d  on imagery i n  t h e  a m  and 
hand during the f i r s t  f i v e  sess ione ,  and was swi tched  t o  t h e  
leg and f o o t  during t h o  f i n a l  t h r e e  sessions.  
At t h e  completion of t h e  e i g h t  weak t reatment phase a l l  
sub jec t s  were required t o  r e t u r n  t o  the  c l i n i c  f o r  f o u r  weekly 
Posttreatment eva lua t ions  o f  t h e i r  h e a r t  r a t e  an8 d i a s t o l i c  
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and s y s t a l i a  blood pressure. The posttreatment evaluations 
followed t h e  same prosedvres used i n  the  b a s e l i n e  appraim.1. 
and no use of biofeedback or hypnosis was involved during t h i s  
process.  
Results  
Data on the  t h r e e  dependent v a r i a b l e s  ( d i a s t o l i c  blood 
pressure,  s y s t o l i c  blood.  pressure,  and hea r t  r a t e )  were 
c ~ l l e c t e d  from t h e  f i n a l  f m r  sessions of each t i n e  po in t  i n  
t h e  study,  sinoe it was f e l t  t h a t  t h i s  would provide a t r u e  
measure of t h e  eub jec t s '  response t o  t h a t  phase, without 
in te r re rence  from t h e  previous study phase. % i s  provided 1 6  
da ta  po in t s  f o r  each sub jec t  wi th  t h e  4 po in t s  a t  each of t h e  
4 phases of t h e  study being summed and t h e  t o t a l  uaed as t h e  
sub jec t ' s  score for  t h a t  period.  A two-way ana lys i s  0E 
variance (study groups x time po in t s ) ,  with repeated measures. 
was performed f o r  each of t h e  t h r e e  dependent va r i ab les .  
There were two study groups (hypnosie/hiofeedback and 
biofeedback/hypnoeis) and  f o u r  t ime po in t s  i n  t h e  study 
(baseline,  t reatment one, t reatment two, and posttreatment)  . 
The analyses displayed a s i g n i f i c a n t  main e f f e c t  f o r  t ime 
po in t s  f o r  d i a s t o l i c  blood pressure ( 9  (1, 1 8 )  = 25.57, 
ec.OOl)(aee Table 1 1 ,  a b ign i f ioan t  main e f f e c t  f o r  t ime 
p o i n t s  f o r  s y s t o l i c  blood pressure (E (1, 18) = 7.21, 
~ < . 0 0 5 )  (see Table 2 ) ,  and  a main e f f e c t  f o r  t i m e  po in t s  f o r  
h e a r t  r a t e  ( 9  ( 3 ,  18) - 7.05, P<.OOS)(BCB Table 3 ) .  

Table 2 
Malysis 01 variance summary =able for systolic siaod ~resemre 
Source Sum or Squares df Mean Square P ratio p 
Total 
Between Subjects 
Groups 
error b 
Within Subjects 
Time Points 
~ i m e  points x Groups 
Error w 

4 3  
me "Tine Points* main e f f e c t  f o r  each dependent var iab le  
was analyzed using Tukeyle method. For d i a s t o l i c  blood 
pressure t h e  resu l t s  indioated t h a t  treatment one, treatment 
two, and posttreatment were significantly d i f f e r e n t  from 
baseline (Q ( 4 ,  18) - 15.73, n<.Ol) (see Table 4) .  The r e s u l t s  
for  e y s t o l i c  blood pressure demonstrated Mat treatment one 
s igni f icant ly  differed from baseline ( Q  (4, 18) = 20.2. 
w . 0 5 ) .  and Mat treatment two and posttreatment also d i f fe red  
from baseline (Q (4, 18) - 25.7, pc.01) (see Table 5). 
~ i m l l y ,  t h e  analyais for  h e a r t  r a t e  exhibited a s igni f iosnt  
difference between posttreatment and the two treatment phases 
(Q (4.  18) = 38.99, p<.001) ( s e e  Table 8 ) .  The difference i n  
h e a r t  r a t e  during t h e  posttreatment period is o f  grea t  
i n t e r e s t  because it is an increase grea ter  than tha t  found i n  
a l l  o f  the other study phases, although not i n  the predic ted  
direction. The significant differensee found for t h e  main 
e f f e c t s  i n  the  sya to l ic  and d i a s t o l i c  blood pressure analyses 
were i n  t h e  predicted d i rec t ion .  
The means of the two treatment groups were recorded t o  
provide an examination of t h e  changes of the three  dependent 
variables over the  course of the  study. The d i a s t o l i c  blood 
pressure means ( i n  nmg) f o r  the hypnosis/biofeedback group 
from baseline through t o  posttreatment were 90.81, 84.25, 
83.13, and 83.63, respectively. For the biofaedbacWhypnDsis 
group, the ordered means were 93.81, 88.13, 84, and 86.25 (see 

Table 5 
ResuIts of the TuXey's Method Performed on the Systolic BP Time Points Main Effect 
Table of Means and Mean Differences 
Time Points 
Baseline 
(527) 
Baseline ---- 
( 5 2 7 )  
Treatment I 
(501.51 
Treatment 1 ~reatment 2 posttreatment 
(501.5) (500.5) (498.13) 
Treatment 2 ---- 2.37 
(500.51 
posttreatment ---- 
(498.131 
1 
. i 
*p <.05 
..p<.01 m ? 1 
Note: Each value in the table represents the difference between the column and row values. i 
I 
Table 6 
Results of the ~ u t e y - e  ~ethod ~erformed on the Heart   ate ~ i n e  points ~ a i n  ~ffect 
Table of Means and Mean Differences 
Time Points 
Baseline Treatment 1 
(322.5)  
Treatment 2 
(319.5)  
Posttreatment 
(344 ( 363 )  
B a s e l i n e  ---- 21.5 24.5 19 
(344 ! 
~osttreatnent ---- 
(363)  
'p <.05 
* - 
**P 4 . 0 1  
Note: Each value in the table represents the difference between the column and row values. 
Figure 1 
nean ~iastolic Blood Pressure Observations Between Treatment Groups 
Baseline Treatment One Treatment Two Post 
Time Phase of Study 
The dlffsrence bmtwsen groups 18 whether 
hypnoala or biofeedback Ie presented a1 
treatment one or treatment two. 
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~igure 1). The systolic blwd pressure mean- (in d g )  from 
baseline to posttreatment for the hypnosis/biofeedhack group 
were 127.81, 121.38, 122.75, and 121.88. For the 
biofeedbsck/hypnor;is group the means were 135.69, 129.38, 
127.5, and 127.19, respectively through the four study phases 
(see Figure 2). Finally, for heart rate, the means (in beats 
per minute) of the hypnosiybiofeedback group across the four 
longitudinal points were 83.25, 80.5, 78.31, and 33.5, 
respectively. While the means for the biofeedbaok/hypnosis 
group over the time phasea of the study were 88.75, 80.75, 
81.44, and 88, respectively (see Figure 3). 
In order to investigate whether or not a subject's level 
of hypnotic susceptibility was related to their perfomnce 
during the hypnotic treatment phase, Pearson's produot-monent 
correlation coefficient was "bed to analyze the data for each 
dependent variable. The score that each subject reoeived On 
the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility scale, Form A 
(Weiteenhoffer and Hilgard, 1959) was compared with their 
perfolmanca during the hypnotic treatment session. The 
hypnotic treatmentperfornance datavere obtained by cmputing 
each suhjact'a results during the last four hypnotia sessions 
and using M e  difference between these results and their final 
four basolino measures. Disstolirr blcod pressure was the only 
dependent variable to show a significant correlation between 
hypnotic susceptibility and perfomnce during the hypnotic 
Pigure 2 
Mean Systolic Blood Pressure Observations Between Treatment Groups 
Baseline Treatment One Treatment Two Post 
Time Phase o f  Study 
The difference between omups Is whether 
hypnosls or bioteedback Is presented at 
treatment one or treatment two. 
Figure 3 
Mean Heart Rate Observations Betreen ~ r e a t m e n t  ~ r o u p o  
beats per minute 
96 1 
Baseline Treatment One Treatment Two Post 
Time Phase o f  Study 
The difference between groups la whether 
hypnosls or biofeedback Is preaen:ed at 
treatment one or treatment two. 
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treatment phaao (z = 0.91, ~<.01). Although a significant 
correlation was not obtained far systolic blood pressure (x - 
0.621, the linear relationship between the two variables was 
in the expected direation. d his cannot be said of the 
nonsignificant result obtained during the heart rate analysis 
(+ = -0.39). The mean hypnotic susceptibility score of the 
eight subjects was 5, whioh is classified under medium 
susceptibility. The breakdown of the eight susceptibility 
saoraa placed two subjects in the high classification, one in 
the medium category, and the other five in the low range. 
Pearson's r war also computed on the three dependent 
variables to examine the relationship between each aubject'a 
ability to increase their surface temperature in the 
periphery, and their perfomanoe during the hiofeadbsck 
treatment phase of the study. The difference In temperature 
betweenbaseline and feedback training during each of the last 
four biofeedbacK sessions was used as an indication of thermal 
performance for each subject. Performance data for the 
dependent variables between baseline and the biofeedback 
phases for each subject vas obtained using the same pmcedure 
as that used in the hypnotic correlational analysis, with the 
data being collected from the final four sessions of the 
respective study periods. There were no significant 
correlations found far thermal perlormanoe on diastollo blood 
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pressure (r - o.os), systolic blood pressure (r - -0.03), or 
heart rate (I = -0.47). 
Par all of the eight subjeots, the mean finger 
temperature during the five finger biofeedback sessions was 
89.47, with a mean increase of 2.43 degrees from baseline to 
the end of the feedback present training phase. The mean toe 
temperature over the three biofeedback sessions was 80.24 
degrees, with the mean increase iron baseline to feedback 
training equalling 2.09 degrees. 
Discussion 
The goal of this study was to investigate whether the 
treatmentmodalitiea of hypnosis and t h e m 1  biofeedback covld 
have a significant impact on lowering the physiological 
indiaes of essential hypertension in patients who ist the 
criteria for heightened sympathetic nervous system arousal. 
In particular. it was expected that by enhancing peripheral 
vasodilation, through the use of these nonphamacological 
strategies, that a subsequent reduction in diastolic and 
systolic blocd pressures, and heart rate would follow. Since 
these two treatment modalities were concentrating on the same 
physiolqical prosess (promoting veeodilation in the 
periphery). an analysis of their effectiveness was conducted. 
The results of the data analyses appear to support the 
expectations of the study. Both treatment groups demonstrated 
significant decreases of diastolic and systolic blood 
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prassuror over tho course of the study, when tho two treatment 
phases and the posttreatment period were compared against the 
baseline measurer. No significant statistical differences 
were detected between these two traatmenta, and they were 
similar in regard to outoome measures. The equality of these 
intarventions does support the idea that they share a o m o n  
procedure in the vasodilatory response of these hypertensive 
subjects. However, an inability to detect a difference 
between thaee two modalities may have resulted from the small 
sample sire utilized in this study. 
The observed main effect of biofeedback and hypnoeia over 
the time phases of this study on diastolic and systolic blwd 
pressures demonstrates the efficaey of these two modalities 
when presented in a short time frame. Many of the studies 
employing thsmal biofeedback procedures in the treatment of 
essential hypertension have used 16 sessions over an eight 
week period (Blanchard et al., 1984; Blsnahard et al., 1986; 
McCoy et al.. 1988). while the hypnosis studies have lacked 
the repeated physiolqical measures that this study utilizes 
80 that it is not possible to evaluate the length of their 
treatment protocole. Prom the results of this study, it can 
he concluded that a four-weelt 8 session presentation of either 
treatment was all that was needed to initiate significant 
redustions in diastolic and ~yatolic blood pressure. Although 
the posttreatment period was short (one month), the emphasis 
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of this study was tn examine whether or not hypnosis and 
biofeedback could yield equal and effeative influences on the 
sympathetic indices of hypertension, and the brief 
posttreatment phase served its Puepose in displaying the 
short-term efficacy of these procedures. Obviously a lengthy 
follow-up term would provide important clinical data in 
determining the lq-term effects oi these procedures when 
presented in a brief time frame. 
It Enuld also be argued by some that neither treatment 
was effective in lowering the dependant variables, but that 
the drop in blood preaeure waa due only to the repeated 
measures over the course of the study. While the l a m  of a 
control group, due to the small sample size of this study, 
makes it difficult to deal with this possibility from the 
obtained data, previous studies have not shown a significant 
longitudinal effect foe control groups receiving only repeated 
blood pressure assessments (wabler et al., 1973: Priedmn & 
TaUb, 19771. Therefore, it is assured that the signifisant 
changes in blwd pressure found in this study were due to the 
introduction of the treatment modalities. 
While both levels of blood preessre were significantly 
reduced. the expectation that heart rate would also decrease 
with vasodilation, due to reduced oardiac output, did not meet 
With the same outcome. Heart rate did decrease during the two 
treatment phases when compared to baseline, although not 
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s igni f icant ly ,  but it i s  t h e  analysis of t h i s  measure during 
posttreatment tha t  i s  of concern. For both treatment group,  
hear t  r a t e  s igni f icant ly  increased during posttreatment when 
it was oolnpared with t h e  two treatment measures. There is no 
svidance of t h i s  phenomenon oontained i n  the other s tudies  
employing these two procedures, and therefore i t s  occurrence 
appears unique. I f  an increased blood flaw, due t o  the  
subjects '  new a b i l i t y t o  i n i t i a t e  peripheral vasodilation, was 
responsible foe the  elevation in  heart r a t e  1i.e.. the  
Bainbridge reflex) (smith 6 Kampine, 1984). then hear t  ra te  
would have been expected t o  inorease during t h e  treatment 
phases, m e n  vasodilation was in i t ia ted  through biofeedback 
and hypnosis. Since t h i s  was not t h e  case, it i s  believed 
t h a t  whm treatment was terminated an i n i t i a l  increase i n  
plasma   at echo la nines may have occurred, due t o  the removal of 
t h e  therapeutic interventions and a s l i g h t  return t o  basal 
vasoconst~iot ive  levels  (as evidenced by an elevation i n  
d i a s t o l i c  blood pressure during t h e  posttreatment phase), 
which had a greater e f fec t  on the  beta-1 receptors of t h e  
heart than t h e  alpha and/or beta-2 receptors located i n  t h e  
ve~cula ture .  m i s  i s  only a hypothesim: for it t o  be  
exaninedthoeoughly an extended posttreatmentwould have t o b a  
Conduoted t o  observe whether heart ra te  and blood pressure 
would continue t o  increase. as with the obese individual who 
gains more weight a f t e r  t h e i r  d ie tary  intervention has 
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con~luded, or whether an eventual plateau effect would occur, 
where heart rate and blood pressure levels would stabilize at 
a measure between baseline and treatment levels. Also, an 
examination of circulating catecholamines would have to be 
carried out to test this hypothesie completely. 
Thernal biofeedback and hypnosis both demonstrated equal 
efficacy in the redudion of the dependent variables of this 
study, leading one to believe that they both acted upon the 
same physiologi~al prinaiplas in ashieving this end. Rowever, 
when correlational analyses were completed between each 
subject's parfomance regarding the dependent variables, end 
each subject's level of hypnotif susoeptibility and <.*ma1 
perfornance during feedback training, positive linear 
relationships were present only for hypnotio susceptibility 
and diastalis and systolic blood pressures. The linear 
relationships for themal performance were near zero for both 
levels of blood pressure. lais leads to the belief that a 
factor other than the thermal training may be responsible for 
invoking the reduction in blood pressure during the 
biofeedback intervention. When Barabase and UcGeDrge (1978) 
oompared the use of auditory thermal biofeedbask without the 
use of autogenic phrases or formal suggestions and the use of 
hypnosis presented with suggestions of hand warming, it was 
found that themal biofeedback had no significant effect on 
skin temperature. Hypnosis, however, did promote significant 
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peripheral vasodilation, suggesting that the removal of 
autogenic suggestions of warmth in the periphery may desroase 
the effeotiveness of t h e m 1  biofeedback. ~utogenic 
suggestions of relaxation. heavinaee, and warnth in the 
extremities are presented to the subjeots in this study, and 
may be the influencing factor promoting peripheral 
vasadilation during the biofeedback intervention. 
The influence of autogenic suqqestions may also explain 
some of the sussass experienced by the subjects during the 
hypnotic treatment phsee. while positive linear relationships 
existed between the hypnotic susceptibility of the subjecta 
and their blood pressure levels during hypnosis (therefore 
producing greater treatment effects for those with higher. 
hypnotic ~usceptibility SCOT-es), the fact that only three of 
the eight subjects scored above the low susceptibility range 
while both treatment groups recorded signifioant drops in 
diastolic and systolia blood pressures during the hypnosis 
intervention, demonstrated that any level of hypnotic 
susceptibility appeared to be sufficient for beneficial 
COnSewenCeS during this treatment modality. While the low 
susoeptibility individuals aahieved a reduotion in blood 
pressure levels, it may be deduced that they were reacting to 
the formal hypnotic suggeetions of increased blood flow and 
warmth in the periphery, in the same manner ss they attended 
to the autogenic suggestions in the biofeedbacx intervention. 
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Therefore, tho power of suggestion when presented with e 
physiologically specifia content seems to be enough to invoke 
internal processes such as peripheral vasodilation. 
Incorporating a group which only receives autogenio 
suggestions focused on peripheral vasodilation would further 
examine the power of such an intervention in oomparison with 
t h e m 1  biofeedback and hypnosis. Whatever the outcome of 
such a study, it must be noted that with the similar results 
of the two interventions included in this study, M e  success 
of hypnosis without the expensive equipment required for 
biofeedback training should place a favourable light on its 
use aa the behavioral treatment of choice far essential 
hypertension. 
Finally, Fahrion et al. (1986) dassribed a oriterion for 
thermal perfornance as the ability to achieve a hand 
temperature of 95'F and a foot temperature oe 93.P. In the 
present study the mean hand temperature for all of the 
aubjects was 89.47.F and 80.24.P for their mean foot 
temperature. Not one of the patients in this study was able 
to meet the criterion presented by ~ahrion etsl., (1986). yet 
both treatment groups aohieved signifioant results during the 
biofeedback phaae of the study, whioh casts doubt upon the 
usefulness of this criterion. 
This investigation should be treated as a preliminary 
study, attempting to examine the psychophysiological utility 
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of two noninvasive stress management interventions. Although 
the sample size was small, significant results were obtainad 
in the expected direation for blood pressure levels using 
groups containing medicated and unmedicstad subjects who fell 
into the age group where heightened sympathetic arousal was 
suspected. This demonstrates the utility of these 
interventions as an alternative, side-effect free treatment 
for elevated blood pressure levels and/or as an adjunct with 
pharmacological therapy. As discussed above, all is not 
perfect with the results of this investigation, and future 
research must focus on the elevated heart rate observed during 
posttreatment. A lengthy posttreatment period or six months 
to one year should establish whether or not the heart rate 
would stabili~e over time or continua to increase. Also, 
baseline and posttreatment measures of plasm catecholamines 
should he conducted to sccotmt Eor this faotor. Obviously, if 
an inoreaee in heart rate continued then the utility of these 
interventions would be in doubt. Finally. the inclusion of a 
group receiving only autoqenic suggestions of vasodilation 
would clarify Whether or not this is the active ingredient for 
behavioral interventions, nullifying the use of elaborate 
equipment or technical devices. Research of this nature is 
important for the l a w e  group in today's society who Would 
prefer a limited pharmacolagisal presence in the treatment of 
their maladies. 
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Appendix A 
Biofeedback Treatment Protocol 
The Autoaenic Ras Doll 
Heaviness of the Limbs: Make yourself comfortable and allow 
your eyes to close. Then l i f t  your l e f t  am a l i t t l e ,  and 
j u s t  l e t  it drop. Let it drop heavily, as i f  it were the arm 
of a Raggedy M n  dol l ,  one of those floppy d o l l s  o r  animals. 
choose one in your imagination. Choose a dol l ,  an o l d  beloved 
s o f t  teddyhar ,  a velveteen rabbit,  a bean bag toy, o r  even a 
pillow o r  a blanket. Choose anything sof t  which you l i k e .  
l i f t  your l e f t  a m  again a l i t t l e  and drop it, and l e t  it r e s t  
t h e r e  a moment.. . 
Now think of your l e f t  a m  again, but don't  l i f t  it i n  
r e a l i t y ,  just i n  your imagination. Li f t  it i n  the  imagination 
as you breathe in.. .and th ink  t h a t  you a r e  dropping it again, 
and do t h i s  while you breathe out. U t  your l e f t  a m  go limp 
l i k e  a r a g  dol l  while you breathe out...Feel f ree  t o  move any 
p a r t  of your body t o  a more omfortable position any time you 
want t o  do so. 
Next imagine t h a t  you put your rag  d o l l  in to  the  sun. 
let i t  be  warned by t h e  sun. The giant rag d o l l  is lying very 
relaxed. Peel h w  t h e  sun i s  shining on it. Peel it on your. 
l e f t  arm first...nnd then on your l e f t  hand. See t o  it t h a t  
t h e  head of t h e  rag doll is in t h e  shade and kept cool, but  
a11 the limbs are sprawled out i n  the sun. Feel your l e f t  
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a m ,  warm, heavy, and relaxed...And feel your left hand, warm, 
heavy, and relaxed.. .Remember, you are the giant rag doll, and 
you are lying in the sun; all your lims are nice and warn. 
but your head is lying in the shade and is aomfortably 
cool...Perheps you can feel the warn sand between y w r  
fingers.. .you =an sense that the temperature in your left hand 
and fingers i8 rising from the warnth of the sun and 
ssnd...From thie sense of wamth your arteries are expanding 
to carry more of youe normal, warm, healthy, blood into your 
left em...snd down into your left hand and fingers ... as more 
of your warn blood €1- into your left a m ,  you =an feel your 
left hand becoming warnee, relaxed, and coafortabla...the 
temperature in your fingers io r<aing ... you feel calm, and are 
enjoying the heat of the sun and sand. 
NOW I want you to imagine that somebody has moved your 
rag doll and placed it in a big reclining chair, next to a 
fireplace. You are stretched out on this chair, feeling 
comfortable and relaxed. ..The fire is burning quietly and doen 
not provide any type of distraction for you.. .You can feel the 
warmth of the fire as it heats the room to a comfortable 
temperature. ..since you are seated beside the fireplace, you 
notice the pleasant warmth an your left side of your 
body. ..and in particular I went you to focus on the sensatiws 
of warmth in youe left am.. .and down into your left hand and 
fingers. You can feel the temperature in your left hand and 
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fingers r i s ing  as the  relaxing warmth of the  f i r e  meets your 
skin.. .you fee l  pleasantly warm and relaxed, notiaing how much 
more pleasant t h e  l e f t  s ide  of your body feels oompared with 
your r i g h t  aide, which i s  far ther  away from t h e  d i rec t  effect.  
of the warm f i r e  burning next t o  you. 
Now I am going t o  ask you t o  use the remaining t i n e  of 
our seasion t o  t r y  and inorease t h e  temperature in  your l e f t  
hand, using your own methods or continuing t o  use t h e  examples 
tha t  I have j u s t  provided for  you. Peel f r e e  t o  open your 
eyes a t  any time so tha t  you can observe your pmgreee on the 
biofeedb&ok machine's d ig i ta l  Bieplay. 
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Appendix B 
Hypnosis Treatment P ro toco l  
a e  F i x a t i o n  with P r o o m i v e  R e l a x a t i o ~  
L i e  bask omfor tab ly  i n  t h e  c h a i r .  Look a t  t h e  s p o t  on 
t h e  c e i l i n g .  s l i g h t l y  behind you. ..and l a r k  w a r d s  and 
baskwards a t  it. Keep your e y e s  f i x e d  on t h a t  spo t  o n  the  
c e i l i n g .  L e t  yourself  go...limp and s lack .  ~t a l l  the  
muscles of your body r e l a x  complately. Breathe 
ymie t ly  .., in...and out.  Now I want you t o  concentrate upon 
your f e e t  and ankles.  L e t  them re lax . .  . l e t  them go. ..limp and 
slack.  And you w i l l  begin t o  n o t e  a f e e l i n g  of heav iness  in 
YOU= f e e t .  As though they are becoming jus t  as hsavy as l ead .  
As i f  t h e y  a r e  ~ a u s i n g  your l e g s  t o  s i n k  down i n t o  t h e  foo t  
rest of the cha i r .  Keep your e y e s  f i x e d  on t h a t  spo t  o n  the  
c e i l i n g .  And as you s t a r e  a t  i t . . . you  w i l l  f ind  t h a t  your 
e y e l i d s  are becoming heav ie r  and  heavier. .  .so t h a t  p resen t ly  
they  w i l l  want t o  close.  As s o o n  as they f e e l  they  wan t  t o  
close. .  . j u s t  l e t  them =lose.  L e t  yourself  g o  completely. Let 
t h e  muscles of your a s lves  a n d  t h i g h s  go q u i t e  l imp  and 
relaxed.  L e t  them relax. .  . l e t  them go.. .limp and black. And 
as they  do so.. .your eyes a r e  beg inn ing  t o  f e e l  more and more 
t i r e d .  They may be  becoming s b i t  watery or even dry.  Soon, 
they  w i l l  f e e l  so heavy t h a t  t h e y  w i l l  want t o  c lose .  As soon 
as t h e y  f e e l  they  want t o  =lose. .  . jue t  l e t  them 
close. .  . e n t i r e l y  on t h e i r  own. L e t  t h e  tension go completely.  
~ i v e  y o u r s e l f  up t o t a l l y  t o  t h i s  v e r y  
ploaaant.. .relaxed. ..drowey.. .omfor table  feeling. let your 
whole body go limp and slad.. .heavy as lead. Now, t h e  
muscles of your stmaoh...let them relax.. . let them go...limp 
and elauk. Now, the muscles of your chest...and your back. 
Let Man go.. .limp and slack.. . le t  them re lax  completely. And 
you can experience a feeling of heaviness in  your body. As 
though your whole body i~ becoming jus t  as heavy as lead. As 
i f  it i s  wanting t o  press down.. .deeper and deeper.. . in to  t h e  
chair.  J u s t  l e t  your body go ... heavy as lead. let it s i n k  
bsak comfortably ... deeper and deeper i n t o  the ohair. And a s  
it doas so...your eyelids are fee l lng  even heavier and 
heavier. So very, vary heavy.. . tha t  they are wanting t o  
close. As soon as they f e e l  they want t o  close.. . jus t  let 
them d o s e .  And now, M a t  feeling of relaxation i e  spreading 
in to  the musoles of your hands and arms, your shoulders and 
neck. L e t  your neck muscles relax.. . let them go...limp and 
slack. Allow them to relax oompletely. And as they do 
so.. .you w i l l  note a feeling of heaviness in you= hands and 
arms. A s  thomgh they are becoming jus t  a s  heavy as lead. L e t  
them go.. .heavy as lead. let them re lax  oomplately. And t h e  
heaviness spreads pleasantly and comfortably through your nesk 
and fac ia l  muscles t o  yovr eyes and eyelids. And as it does 
so.. .your eyelids are feeling very, very heavy.. .your eyes so 
V e r y ,  very t i red . .  . that they are wanting t o  close. wanting t o  
Close, now.. .closing.. . closing t i g h t e r  and tighter.  (Repeat 
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u n t i l  e y e s  a lose )  Now I want you t o  allow yourself t o  s e e 1  
l i k e  you are asleep,  but  i n  a dreamy s t a t e  where you w i l l  
continue t o  heae  my voioe. 
Deensnincl bv A m  M v U  
L e t  yourself  r e l ax  completely.. .end breathe 
quietly. .  .in.. .and out.  And as you do so. ..you wi l l  g radua l ly  
s i n k  i n t o  a deeper, deeper dreamy a t a t e .  And as you s ink  i n t o  
t h i s  deeper,  deeper dreamy s ta te . .  .I want you t o  concentrate 
upon the sensa t ions  you can f e e l  i n  your l e f t  hand and a m .  
You w i l l  f e e l  tha t  your l e f t  hand is gradually becoming 
l i g h t e r  and  l i g h t e r .  It f e e l s  j u s t  .a though your w r i s t  wore 
t i e d  t o  a balloon.. .sa i f  it is gradually becoming pu l l ed  
up ... higher  and higher...avay from t h e  cha i r .  It is wanting 
t o  r i s e  up.. . i n to  t h e  a i r . .  .towards the  ce i l ing .  Let it 
r i se . .  .higher and higher. J u s t  l i k e  a cork.. . f loa t ing  on 
water. And, as it f l o a t s  up.. . i n t o  t h e  air.. .your whole body 
i s  f e e l i n g  more and more relaxed. .  .heavier and heavier. .  . and 
you are slowly sinking i n t o  a deeper,  deeper dreamy s t a t e .  
Your l e f t  hand i s  f ee l ing  even l i g h t e r  and l igh te r .  Rising up 
i n t o  t h e  a i r . .  .as i f  it were being pulled up towards t h e  
oeil ing.  Lighter end l igh te r .  . . l i g h t  as a fea the r .  Breathe 
deeply ... and let yoursalf r e l ax  completely.  And as your hand 
f e e l s  l i g h t e r  and l i g h t e r  ... and r i s e s  higher and higher i n t o  
t h e  air...your body i s  f ee l ing  h e a v i e r  and heavier...and you 
are d r i f t i n g  i n t o  a deeper, deeper dreamy s t a t e .  Now, your  
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whole a m ,  from the shoulder to the wrist, is becoming lighter 
and lighter. It is leaving the chair...and floating 
upwards ... into the air. Up it cmas...into the air...higher 
and higher. Let it rise ... higher and higher...higher and 
higher. It is slowly floating up...into the air...and as it 
does so...you are drifting into a deeper, deeper sleep-like 
dreamy state. 
QessSiD9 BV A m  Heavine6s 
You have enjoyed feeling (or tried to experience) 
lightness in your a m ,  but now I want you to feel that your 
a m  is becoming heavier and heavier again. Heavier and 
heavier ... just like a lead weight. It is slowly sinking 
downwards...on to the chair again. Let it go...heavy as 
lead.. .let it sink down.. .further and further. And as it does 
so...you are falling into an even dreamier state than before. 
neeper and deeper...deeper and deeper dreamy state. Your a m  
is feeling heavier and heavier.. .heavy as lend. It is sinking 
down, now. ..on to the ohair. And as it doer so...yau are 
fallinl into a deeper, deeper dreamy state. The loomant your 
a m  touches the chair...you will be in a very, very deep 
dreamy state ... deeper than you were before. 
Blood Pereusion Imaaery 
Picture your strong normal blood ... flowing Erom your 
strong, nomsl heart ... through a system of canals into your 
left a m  (leg)...and down into your left hand (foot)...calm 
7 5  
and comfortable. These canals are your arteries and they are 
expanding to facilitate the increased flow ... pleasurable 
sensationa...blocd rushing through your left a m  (leg) and 
down into your left hand (foot)...you may already feel your 
left hand (foot) becoming Warner ... comfortable ... nothing to 
distraat you now ... enjoying tha warmth and sensation of your 
healing blood flowing ... your blocd carrying all the building 
blocks of healing; protein, amino acids, vitanins...and you 
can see these canals in your left a m  (leg) expanding as they 
carry more nourishing and warn blwd down into your left hand 
(foot). ..you are very r3laxed and confortable...you can feel 
the pleasant warnth in your left hand (foot) from your blood 
rushing into it, and because of this heavy, relaxed, drean- 
like state you are in, your heart is beating alower...and 
normal. Your blood pressure is also lower because of your 
heart beating slower...and this somplete stste of relaxation 
that your body is in.. . feeling warnth and heaviness throughout 
your body. (Repeat ~ l o o d  Perfusion Imagery) 
Blood Perfusion Poathmnotic susaestim 
m i s  feeling of wamth and comfort in your left hand is 
something that I would like you to experience aash day 
inbetween your visits here with me. Each day I would like you 
to watch television for at least one hour...vhat ever you 
watch is your fhoice...but whenever s commercial appears on 
the television you will picture your strong normal 
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blood...flawing from your strong, normal heart...throuah the 
oanals in your left arm (leg) ... and down into your left hand 
(foot) ... and you will feel calm and comforteble...your canals 
will expand to facilitate the increased flow...itwill provide 
pleasurable sensatione...blood nshing to your 1ert hand 
(foot) during the commersial braak...you vill feel your left 
hand (foot) becoming wamer...co=fortabla ... nothing will 
dietraot you.. .you vill enjoy the warmth end sensation of your 
healing blood flowing throughout your left a m  (leg) and hand 
(foot) while the commercial is on...the-e comfortable feelings 
of warmth and relaxation vill occur each time you are watching 
t .v .  end a commercial break appears. (Repeat these 
~osthypnotis suggestions) 
-in- the Subject 
In a few mamenta...as I count backwards from 7 d w n  to 
I... 
you will baginto arouse yourself and your eyes will open and 
be wide awake again. You will have no unpleasant after 
effects from this experience. YOU will wake up feeling 
wonderfully better for this deep, rsfreshing dreamy state. 
You will feel completely relaxed...both Inontally and 
physically...quite calm and composed...without the slightest 
fneling of drowsiness or tiredness. ~ n d  next time you visit 
me. ..you vill not only be able to go into this sleep mush more 
quickly and easily, because of your practising this 
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technique ... but you will also be able to relax muoh more 
deeply. Each time, i: fact ... your dreamy state will becone 
deeper and deeper. After. you are awake you will remain 
relaxed while I take a measurement of your heart rate and 
blood pressure, just like I have always dona. 
Seven...six...five...four...three... two...anel Eyes 
open...vide awake1 
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Appendix C 
Consent icm 
"Reducing Heart Rate and Diastolic and Systolic Blood Pressure 
Using Nonpharma~~l~gicsl Methods in the Treatment of Bseentiel 
Hypertension" 
Investigators: Mr.  on Pfaff 
Dr. Charles Preston (supervisor) 
Dr. George lodor (supervisor) 
You have been asked to participate in a research study. 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may 
decide not to partidpate or withdraw from the study at any 
time without affecting your normal treatment. 
Coneidentiality of information will be maintained by the 
investigator. The investigator will be available during the 
study at all times should you have any problems or questions. 
Purpose of Study: Stresa is believad to aotivate the 
sympathetic nervous system. which can cause the b l w d  vessels 
in the extremities to narrow, the heart to beat faster, and 
blood pressura to rise. Using hypnosis or thermal biofeedback 
f a  technique which measures changes in surface skin- 
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temperature) may enhance blood flow to the extremities and 
reduce sympathetic nervoua system activity. This may result 
in lowering of the blood pressure. This study eeeks to 
evaluate this. 
Procedures and Tests subjests Will Undergo: Two week. prior to 
the beginning of treatment all subjects will visit with the 
investigator in order to obtain a measurement of their heart 
rate, uaing en EKG maohine. This procedure is completsd by 
placing eleoteodes on the subject's forearms and lover legs. 
These are held in place with small rubber straps. The EXG 
machine then provides a printout of the subject's heart 
activity. Two measurements of heart rate will be taken during 
each of the four appointments in the two weeks prior to the 
treatment phase. Also during these visits, each subject will 
have their blood pressure measured twice by the inveetigator, 
while they are seated in s reclining chair. These procedures 
will be completed so that the investigator is aware of each 
subject's heart rate and blood pressure prior to the treatment 
phase of the study. All subjects will have these measures 
taken again at each trsatmantsaeeion so that the investigator 
can observe if any ahanges in heart rate and/or blood pressure 
have occurred due tothe subject's participation in the study. 
During four-weekly visits after the treatment sessions have 
concluded, all subjects will undergo these same measurements 
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so that the investigator may observe whether changes in blood 
pressure and/or heart rate following the treatment phase have 
lasting effects, or have returned to the levels observed 
before treatment. A11 subjects will also undergo the Stanford 
Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale-Form A, conducted by M e  
investigator in the week prior to treatment, which consists oL 
12 items for examining how prone each subject is to hypnosis. 
subjects will then be assigned to either a thermal biofeedback 
treatment group or a hypnosis treatment group for the initial 
four weeks of treatment. After these four weeks have been 
completed, all subjects will then he transferred into the 
opposite treatment group for the final four weeks of the 
therapy phase. Subjects in the biofeedback group will undelrlo 
8 Skin-temperature biofeedback sessions, over a four week 
period, on an individual basis for approximately 45 minuter; 
per session. The first 5 sessions vill be based on teaching 
the subject how to increaee the surfam temperature of their 
hand [which will increase blood flow to this area of their 
body), while the final 3 eesaions will concentrate on 
increasing the skin-temperature of the foot. Those aubjects 
in the Hypnosis group will undergo 5 sessions focusing on 
increasing blood flow in the arms and hands using imagery 
while in the hypnotic state, and then 3 sessions concentrating 
on increased blood flow in the lege and feet. The hypnosis 
sessions will also take place over a four week treatment 
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period on an individual basis, for approximately 1 5  minutes 
per session. 
Duration of subject Participation: Subject participation will 
be for a period of 14 weeks. Subjects will have two-45 min. 
sessions per wee,: for eight weeks, i+a addition to the eight 
clinic visits over the 14 week period, for heart rate and 
blood pressure measures. 
Foreseeable Riaka, Discomfarts, or Inconveniences far 
subjeots: 
There should not be any foreseeable riei-8 or dircomforta for 
the subjects. Having to attend two treatment sessions a week, 
for eight weeks, may be an inconvenience for the subjects. 
Benefits subjects :nay Experience from Study: Subjects may have 
lower blood pressurn and/or heart rate resulting in the 
reduction 01: elimination of their prescribed medications, or 
the need for medication in those subjects whose blood pressure 
i~ not currently controlled by drugs. 
Alternative Treatments for subjects not Entering Study: 
continued contact with their physician and use of their 
present medications. 
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1. , the undersigned, 
agree to participation i n  the  research stndy described above. 
any questions have been answered and I understand what i s  
involved in the study. I rea l ize  M a t  participation i s  
voluntary and tha t  there i s  no guarantee t h a t  I w i l l  benefit  
from my involvement. I acknowledge t h a t  a copy of t h i s  form 
ha8 been offered t o  me. 
(signature of Partloipant) (Date) 
(signature of witness) 
To be sianed bv invest-: 
To t h e  best of my a b i l i t y  I have fu l ly  explained t o  the  
subject tha nature of t h i s  research study. I have invited 
 question^ and provided answers. I believe t h a t  t h e  subject 
fu l ly  understands the  i l n p l i c a t i ~ n ~  and voluntary nature o f t h e  
study. 
(signatura of Investigator) (Date) 
Phone Number: 




